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MSWE1UL
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING,

VOLUME 4.

Ullery Furniture
FOR GOOD
GOVERNMENT
CITIZENS TAKE DECIDED STAND
AT MASS MEETING.

ORGANIZE FOR WORK

Temporary Organization is Effected
and Plans and Purposes of the Meet
ing are set Forth. Committees Appointed and Movement is Gotten
Under Headway. Paper of J. J.
Hagerman Read Before Meeting.

A Good Government League is now
a reality in Roswell, and this town
is said to be the first in the territory
to take such a stand. The organization of such a league was effected at
a mass meeting held at the court
house last night. The meeting was
not large not as large as had been
anticipated but it was made up of
the cream of good government spirit
of the city and of the proper size for
free and easy movement.
The meeting was called to order by
Rev. J.
Smith, Elder C. C. Hill
was elected chairman and temporary
president of the League. Elder Hill
made a short address, telling of the
recent visit of the superintendent of
the New Mexico and Arizona
League and stating that while
this organization was in a way a result of his visit, it was thought better to organize a Good Government
League than a league styled like that
suggested by the territorial officer.
He said that in organizing in this way
the good people did not mean to reflect on the officers of the town, but
rather to stand back of them in their
good work. He said that the moral
conditions in Roswell were unusually
good, but could be made better. He
said that there was much graft going
on in the territory. If press reports
are to be believed, and it was their
desire to give the town and territory
a good name abroad and a healthy
condition within. The league is to
but
be
aad
for reform and for law and order.
At this point Percy Evans was selec
ted as temporary secretary and afterward other temporary officers were
chosen as follows: J. A. Cottingham,
Anti-Saloo-

n

non-politic-

EU S.

t;

by-la-

by-la-

.

Gibbany, treas-

urer.
Short talks were made by Rev.' J.
W. Smith, Dr. Kinsinger, J. A. Cotting
ham, V. E. Wiseley and Rev. John
Murray, all favoring the Good Government move and putting themselves
on record in favor of the League except Mr. Wiseley who stated that he
was ignorant of the plans and purposes and means of attaining the purposes and was out to see what these
things were before he took a stand.
A resolution was adopted to the effect that the temporary officers act
as an executive committee until the
adoption of
and constitution,
that a committee of three on constibe appointed and
tution and
a committee of five be named on mem
bership.
Afterward upon motion of Mr. Smith
the committee on constitution was
elected by the meeting, as follows;
Emmet t Patton, J. M. Reid, Rev.
F. Vermillion.
The committee on
membership was appointed as follows
Rev. J. W. Smith, G. A. Richardson,
Will Robinson, Joseph Carper and
Dr. J. W. Kinsinger.
A communication from J. J. Hagerman to the meeting was then read,
Mr. Hagerman being unable to come
on account of illness. The letter is
published in full at the conclusion of
this article and gives the aims and
purposes of this league as told by
all the speakers at the meeting last
night.
Upon suggestion of Mr. Gibbany the
following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Whereas, the City Council of the
City of Roswell has enacted a law
prohibiting gambling In this city and,
Whereas, commercial, moral and
political condition have greatly improved since' the enactment and enforcement of this law;
Therefore, Be It resolved by the
citizens of Roswell. assembled for the
purpose of organizing a Good Government League;
First: - That we endorse this action
of the City Council of Roswell and
that we pledge to them our
and support ia any further legislation or action tending to make our
city a more desirable place in which
to live.
2nd, That we endorse the efforts of
Governor Hagerman to secure' clean
handed aad efficient men for carry
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CoUndertakers Roswell, Artesia, Carlsbad.

States Senators, and has no influence
one way or another on national affairs
and therefore, like our County or municipal governments, should be looked
on as an organization for business
purposes, and for the purpose of preparing us to enter the Union as a self
governing State as soon as we are fit
for it in the eyes of that exacting pow
commonwealth.
Fourth. That we request these rep- er which hold our destiny in its
resentatives to use every honorable hands, the Congress of the United COUNCIL AND DITCH OWNERS
PRACTICALLY AGREED.
effort to secure the enactment by the States.
It seems to me therefore that our
37th legislative assembly of this Territory of such a law as will effectual- future depends on the union of the
ly prohibit licensed gambling in this good men of all parties for the creaTerritory and to that end that they tion of good government in New MexCITIZENS WERE THERE
read these resolutions in both hous- ico. Their efforts should be concenes of the Legislature.
trated on the right settlement of ques
A list was provided and all those tions over which we have jurisdiction,
who desired to join the league signed and which are in our own hands.
I know of no better way of accom- Meeting Attended by Tax Payers.'
their names thereto. Upon suggestion
Will Be Settled at the Earliest Pos
of Rev. Smith all ministers were 're- plishing this object than by the comsible Moment. Board of Directors
quested to announce the purposes of bination of good men of all parties for
of Ditch Company Present Their
the league at their next Sunday morn good purposes, by forming themselves
Case to the Public in. a Communica
dehelp,
on into a league for mutual
ing service and urge
tion.
fense, or attack. The Good Governthe part of the Christian people.
All speakers who were invited to ment League should be both a teachaddress this meeting (were asked to er of public morals and a fighting macome to the next meeting and address chine.
Instead of sending a written petiThe gamblers, thieves, lawbreakers, tion to the city council, the citizens
the League on that occasion. This
action was taken on account of the pot house politicians, and others who went in person at four o'clock yesterlight attendance and the lateness of try to get something for nothing are day afternoon and met with Mayor
the hour. Thereafter the meeting ad- a numerous class. The cohesive pow- Stockard and the aldermen and made
journed.
er of public plunder naturally holds a verbal plea for a settlement of the
them together in a solid body, they ditch-tilin- g
controversy. Arbitration
Letter of J. J. Hagerman to Good Gov- and often, because those who are op was the method proposed. The sugernment League of Roswell at its posed to them are not united, they gestion of arbitration met with generwin victories far out of proportion to al approval. The council's special
Initial Meeting Thursday Night:
To the Good Government League, of their numbers. In their fights they ditch committee was there and all 3
do not stop to consider whether mem- members agreed to recommend to the
Roswell. New Mexico:
Gentlemen: I am greatly interested bers of their "Plunderbunds" be De- council as a whole that a proposition
hi the Good Government League, and mocrats or Republicans.
for arbitration be accepted, provided
A union of men for good govern- the members of the board of arbitrahope that the one now being formed
will do good work, and come up to the ment can be of vast help in many tion be acceptable to all parties conI ways.
Bad candidates for office are cerned.
high expectations of its founders.
want to be a member of it, and do all often helped by men who are merely
It is proposed that the council seindifferent, and who take no interest lect one arbitrator who will be accepI can for Its welfare.
Good Government is the chief cor- in politics. They do not really want table to the ditch owners, that the
ner stone on which our true progress, bad government, but will not exert ditch owners select one who will be
and our social, political, moral and themselves to secure good. A Good acceptable to the council and the two
financial well being must rest. "What Government League can do much to thus selected, select a third who will
be acceptable to both parties to the
shall the character of our future gov- put life into these dead men.
Another class of men who are controversy.
ernment be?" is a question which evAt the meeting yesterday afternoon
ery earnest man should ask himself. among the strongest supporters of bad
The answer this: Our Government, government are those who have no were Mayor Stockard, Councilmen
They are afraid to Wiseley, Wyllys, Robinson and the
both state; county and municipal, will moral courage.
fight between hones- following citizens: R. Kellahin, Capt.
a
a
in
take
hand
be just what we ourselves make it.
It is all in our own hands to make ty and dishonesty because they think J. W. James, Smith Lea, J. W. Poe,
or lose Nathan Jaffa, A. Pruit, Fred J. Beck
it good, bad, or indifferent. The foun- it may "injure their business,"way.
So and W. S. Prager. Dr. G. T. Veal, one
tain can never rise higher than its them a little in some other
source, and the source of government they sit on the fence until the fight of the ditch owners was present.
Councilman Wyllys gave a complete
In this nation is the people them- is over, and then pat the winner on
the back no matter which side he has history of the ditch tiling proposition,
selves.
It is inevitable, and proper, that championed. There are thousands of from the time the first move in that
political parties should exist, repre- such men, and probably, more than direction was started two years ago
senting the different opinions of intel- any other one class, they are respon- last fall, to date. His remarks were
ligent men on great questions, such sible for that moral paralysis which followed by the proposal t. arbitrate,
(Continued Page Four.)
the three councilmen present who com
as finance, 'modes of taxation, tariff,
pose the ditch committee, had signiarmy, navy, foreign relations, state BRIDGE MATTERS IN
rights, and many other questions, but
SOUTH CHAVES COUNTY. fied their willingness to recommend
these questions are national, and do
County Commissioner W. M. Atkin- to the council arbitration and Dr. G.
T. Veal, of the ditch owners' commitnot concern us here in New Mexico, son left this morning for Lake
tee, stated that he thought the ownexcepting in a general way, at present
to
where he has been invited
Under our present form of govern- attend a meeting tonight, called to ers would agree to arbitrate.
After discussion from all sides, it
ment we can take no part in their so- discuss the proposition of bridging
lution. What we want as a Territory the Peeos river at Lake Arthur. The was decided that the ditch-ownemore than any thing else is to become people of Lake Arthur have decided sign an agreement to arbitrate and
a state in the Federal Union, so that to put in the bridge this summer, present it to the council. Mayor Stock
our voice can be heard in their dis- whether they get any assistance from ard agreed to call a meeting at the
cussions and settlement. How long outside sources or not. They have earliest possible moment to consider
It was then sugit will be before this desire can be asked the county commissioners to such a proposition.
realized will depend wholly on our- promise to refund the money spent gested that the center ditch owners
selves. We must show the nation that on the bridge after two or three years. be included in the agreement to arbiwe can create and carry on a good The commissioners do not consider trate. This was agreed upon and the
Territorial Government before we can such a plan feasible, however, as meeting adjourned.
In the course of his addrees Mr.
be trusted with a state government, this would be saddling a debt on
and take a hand in national affairs. their successors in office, which they Wyllys gave an explanation of the
reasons offered in support of the theAnd how are we to get a better Ter- do not consider fair.
ory
that the tiling already made canritorial Government?
Hagerman
people
circuare
of
The
In my opinion the good men of all lating a petition to the county com- not be used in tiling the ditch. He
parties should not waste their time missioners, asking that a bridge be said that the tiling would have to be
and energies in wrangling over na- built across the Pecos river opposite laid on a gradual", straight fall, for
tional questions, which they can, at their town, the work to be done this it has dips and pockets in it, they
present, have no influence in settling, year and paid for next year. The com- would fill with sediment and rubbish
but should unite on properly settling missioner will look favorably on this too fast to make the ditch practical.
questions which are right here before proposition,
provided the Hagerman He said further that the tiling could
us, which enter into our daily lives, people get the required 500 signers not be laid on a straight fall, for
and which depend wholly on our- to the petition, and the signers are it would have to be raised four feet
selves. As to nearly aU these prob- big taxpaying citizens from all over above its present level at the intake
lems, the questions of Democracy or the county. If the taxpayers, the men to make this possible and that evn
Republicanism cut no figure whatever. who will pay for it, want this bridge then, it would not be entirely under
There are certain fundamental things and ask for it by signing the petition ground except for a very small portion
town
through
distance,
on which all good and reasonable men it will be built. If they do not ask of the
should agree, no matter to what par- for It, the commissioners will not act and that it would entirely miss the
ground in places.
ty, creed or race they may belong.
at this time.
For instance, here in Roswell, what
OA Communication.)
have party doctrines to do with the . The Shakespeare Club will meet
The tiling of the North Spring Ridrainage, sewer, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 with Miss
saloon, gambling,
ver ditch now being a paramount is- paving or school questions? Nothing. Holt.
In the selection of county officers,
what should party doctrines have to
do with the best men to build roads
and bridges, to care for our county
ing out the laws, and for his efforts
to secure the enactment of better
laws by our legislature.
Third That we endorse and commend the course of the representatives of the Valley in 'both Houses and
Council in standing for the reform of
some of the worst evils that affect our

DECIDE TO

ARBITRATE

Ar-thu- .,

'

rs

property, and to use the peoples'

mon-

ey, collected in. taxes, honestly and
properly?- - Nothing. County and municipal government are business affairs pure and simple, and in the selection of the best men to manage
them, the question of party beliefs or
affiliations should have no more to do
than in the selection of the best men

to run a railroad or a cattle ranch.
Our Territorial Government is the
creation first of the Federal Government, and secondly of our own people.
The Governor and some other important officers are Federal appointees,
but the Legislature the law making
machine and also the Agent we
choose to represent na in Washington,
are elected by the people.
Our agent has ao vote ia Congress,
and tas no more Influence oa national
affairs than If he. were the Consular
Agent from Canada.
Our Legislature electa no United

I
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sue with the public as well as the
city council, should be carefully
weighed from both sides before judgment is passed, and the situation as
viewed from the side of the Ditch
Company is as follows:
A contract was made between the
North Spring River Ditch Co.. a cor
poration, and the City of Roswell,
signed for by its Mayor, J. FJfinkle,
that they were to equally share the
expense of tiling the ditch through
the city from Washington avenuo to
Railroad; said city to pay its share
"as work progressed," while said
Ditch Company named as the time
limit for the undertaking December
1st. 1906.
City then put aside $3,000 in a spe
cial fund to meet their part of "obli
gations. It was 'well understood at
the time, and admitted in Council
chambers recently, that the reason
the Ditch Company was to assume
the tiling was because of the tendency to hold up the city for all work.
A contract was then made by. the
Ditch Co. with the Hondo Stone Mfg.
Co. to supply the tiling. This has
been paid for as made to a point
where the Ditch Co. had purchased
its 50 per cent of the entire estimat
ed amount of the tiling necessary.
The Ditch Co., when the proposition
came up, employed a competent engi
neer, who submitted profile of the
ditch through the city, showing the
amount of fall obtained by going over
Che line of the ditch.
The fact of the water flowing thru
the ditch seemed to be sufficient to
guarantee water flowing through the
tiling if laid. When it came to get
busy with the work, the same engi
neer was approached to go over the
situation again and outline the work,
and to advise with the City Engineer,
who had refused to have the tiling
laid solely on his say so of grades,
etc. The City Engineer was the man
named in the. contract :between the
Ditch Co. and City to represent the
City in tiling of the ditch, and he is
the man who O. K'd the vouchers
which were paid the Hondo Stone
Mfg. Co. as tiling was delivered, said
vouchers being paid out of the funds
of Ditch Co. to the extent of $2,350.
The Ditch Co. did not even request
be paid from the City
that one-hal- f
fund, set aside and in bank for tiling
purpose. The Ditch Co. was unable to
get the services of the engineer, who
had made the original profile, altho'
they waited three weeks. At the ex
piration of that time the heavy fall
of snow came, which made another
unavoidable delay. After that another
engineer was procured to go over the
ditch, with a view to laying tiling at
once. He reported that it would be
impracticable to lay the tiling because
of the uniform grade necessary for
a closed conduit, in order that the
ditch should flush itself, and said the
grade would put the tiling 4 inches
above the ground at a certain place.
and nowhere would the tiling be entirely under the ground; also that the
uniform grade obtainable would be
only 7
tenths of an inch to each

feet.
The fact that the ditch now turns
corners at right angles, because of
people diverting the same around
their property, was apparently some
what overlooked at the time, as in
laying tiling the line of the ditch
could not be followed, it requiring a
straighter course.
In view of the new conditions which
100

loomed up unexpectedly as obstacles,
the Ditch Co. let the matter rest and
requested to meet with the City Council to decide upon course of action.
In the meantime date for completion
of work passed by. When a meeting was finally arranged, whereby
the Ditch Co. and Council met. the
City Attorney held that the contract
was forfeited by Ditch Co., by
of tiling ditch, although
admitting that the only reason the
Ditch Co. was to take the initiative
in the proceedings was because of
their supposed ability to make a better deal, and admitting that the two
companies were really partners in
it. The City Attorney admitted draw
At this
ing the contract himself.
point the Mayor asked if the Ditch
had a lawyer ( to represent them,
which was the first Intimation that
the city did not stand by them in the
dilemma. Ditch Co. asked that the
city pay their share of the tiling at
once. A committee was then selected
to meet the ditch committee with
the evident intent - of reaching an
agreement to be submitted for final
action to the City Council. They met
upon agreement and the committee
Council, Robinson,
was as follows:
Wyllys and Wisely; Ditch Co., White,
Veal and De Freest.
The Council asked of the Ditch Co.
had a proposition, and they submitted
a written one to the effect that if
the City would pay its part of tiling
expense incurred they would join Ci
ty in cementing ditch; also, offering
to relieve City from maintenance
clause In contract. The Council committee put the proposition in their
pockets and looked wise, refusing to
discuss its fairness or in any way:
state wnemer u wa ncvcyiwu, uvwu- n

-

Long Distance Phones.

ly disregarding the intent for which

the committee was selected, and it

was thoroughly germane to the oc
casion. As proof of this the writer
talked with a majority of Councilmen,
who all thought the committee was
there to reach an amicable settlement if possible and report same to
Council.
After this "cold deal" the dtch
owners decided they would do a little standing pat themselves, for they
considered their proposition
more
than fair, and the work of cementing
ditches could have proceeded at once.
Also they wanted to shift the respon
sibility of not tiling ditches to City
Council.
The doctors of Roswell say the
bowel trouble, which is so prevalent
in children in summer is caused by
the unsanitary condition of the irrigation ditches, and when members of
the City Council see the funeral pro
cessions
which so frequently pass
towards the South Hill cemetery, they
should consider carefully who was

responsible for the result.
The Ditch Co. admits that an er
ror was made, and does not claim
to be above the 'human family, which
is subject to that, but they do claim
that they acted in good faith as
shown by the facts, and had to depend on others for the details of the
project. They ask why the Council
did not have their engineer go over
the situation in detail, as they were
interested. The City Engineer's O. K.
of vouchers for payment- on tiling for
ditch was his acquiescence that the
project was feasible and that he was
their representative as set forth in
contract.
Now we ask, was the Ditch Co.
more to be criticised because of the
attempt to carry out something that
looked reasonable than the City,
which did not even get a report on
the proposition. Doesn't that seem a
little like neglect for a party who
was responsible for
of the
cost? The Councilmen are there to
look after the taxpayers' interest.
The Ditch Co. believes right now
that it was an excellent thing the
heavy tiling was not laid, for the City
would have had numerous suits 'for
damages
under the
maintenance
clause. Cementing the ditches is the
only practical remedy and if the wa
ters are polluted coming through the
City it is not the fault of the Ditch
-

one-ha-

lf

Company. The City should enforce
punishment of infractions against the
law in that respect. Open ditches
abound in California, they run thru
the city of San Antonio and Salt
Lake City, and are all over Colora
do. The Ditch Co. wishes to say that
from the best legal advice they can
get, there is no way they can be
made to tie or cement the ditches,
as they were here first. In view of
this, we ask if the ditch owners have
not shown a disposition to meet the
taxpayers half way.
Now, as to arbitration, the Ditch
Co. is perfectly agreeable, and wants
it to be .recorded that such a sugges
tion was made to members of the
Council, who with their usual prompt
ness rejected it immediately.
Perhaps it will be seen that the minds
of the Ditch Co. worked along the
sentiment, and that
line of public
the money the City Council proposes
to expend in a law adjustment of the
question, comes from a fund that the
individual owners of the Ditch Co.
helped to create as taxpayers.
The Ditch Co. is willing and ready
for arbitration, each faction to select
a taxpayer, and if necessary they in
turn can select a taxpayer for a final
adjustment of the matter and agree
to stand by the decision.
Now, in regard to the position by
the City Council on the well proposi
tion,
that is, to bore a number of
wells just outside of the City limits
to take the place of these valuable
ditch rights, will say that if they
need more water they themselves will
place such wells on farms where
they will do the most good. Never
will they entertain for one minute
the idea of giving away these valuable water rights, for something that
might not be permanent because of
faulty construction. (Signed)
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NORTH SPRING RIVER
DITCH CO.
LON REYNOLDS

CAPTURED AGAIN.

The latest in regard to Lon Reynolds is that he has been captured
again and is now in the county jail.
He first escaped from the county jail,
was captured at Alamogordo. then
escaped his captor at Artesia, and is
now in custody again. He was found
hiding under the Pecos bridge near
Lakewood by a butcher named Joy.
He was brought to Roswell this morning by Sheriff Ballard and Deputy
Guy Herbert.
A piece of Ham
Pained China
would make a very appropriate wedding gift. See my line-- while you can
get 0 per cent discount. Zink, The
"
Jeweler.
Concert at M. E. Church, South,
Thursday, Feb. 14.
It
.

GRAFT BILL
VETOED
Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8. It was
announced in the house today that
the Governor had signed the resolution for the appointment of a committee to draft a new election law,
and vetoed the house joint resolution
making appropriation for the pay of
employees.
The afternoon sessions
will be too late to report for today's
paper, but the leaders in both houses
are trying to meet the recommendations of the Governor as to the disbursement of the money.
The Council was in executive ses
sion all this morning, and it is under
stood that the employee resolution
was the subject of discussion.
In his veto message Governor Hag
erman, after stating the amount of the
appropriation that would
proposed
be turned over to the speaker of the
house and the president of the council, to be by them paid out without
any provision for accounting for the
money, says, that for the first time
n many years the legislature is able
to appropriate legally money for the
nay of additional employees. Heretofore it has been illegal to appropriate
money to be paid out of the Territoin addition to the
rial treasury
$24,250 appropriated by congress, but
that after a recent act of congress
a sum not to exceed fifteen thousand
dollars may be appropriated out of
the Territorial treasury, and that he
stands ready to approve such part
of that amount as the legislature may
see fit to appropriate under certain
The bill should provide
conditions.
for a proper accounting for the sum
xppropriated, and the payments under
the appropriation should be made on
presentation of the proper vouchers.
The veto message was read both In
English and Spanish, and was concluded just before noon. It was referred to the committee which had It
in charge with instructions to report
o'clock
it two message
The
is a businesslike docu
ment, and there can be no reasonable
objection to its recommendations. The
lower house will pass the resolution
over the veto.
A bill was introduced In the house
this morning providing for the addition of portions of Union and San
Miguel counties to Quay, by Gallegos
of Quay county. This bill caused a
sensation in the house.
Yesterday afternoon in the Council
Cameron passed a bill selling certain
school lands to the city of Roswell.
xlso a bill selling certain school lands
to the town of Artesia.
W. S. Hopewell, acting for the citi
zens of Torrance county, invited the
members of the legislature to take
a trip on a special train into the Es- tancia valley. This will be taken up
some time this afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Patterson enter
party at six
tained the following
o'clock dinner at their home at the
corner of Third street and Kentucky
avenue last evening: Messrs. and
Mesdames Oliver Smith, Payton. Phil
Mason,
ips, Brown, Holmes, True,
Helmig, Mrs. W. M. Reed and Judge
Leland. The dinner was served in
three courses from five tables, each
tastily decorated in violets. After dinner Five Hundred was played, affording a very pleasant evening. As the
guests were about to depart the hostess announced that the party was
a celebration of Mr. Patterson's 53rd

birthday.

MATTER OF LEASING
THE PUBLIC LANDS.
Washington, Feb. 8. The senate
Committee on Agriculture is preparing to consider the resolution looking
lands for
to the leasing of public
grazing purposes. A large delegation
of western cattlemen is already here
to support the measure. An effort will
be made to have a provision covering
the point incorporated in the Agricultural appropriation bill as an amendment, the text of which has already
been proposed by Senator Burkett.
The amendment authorizes the President from time to time, to establish
grazing districts from unreserved and
unappropriated public lands by proclamation. The question will be made
the subject of hearing by the Committee next Monday. The measure
will be opposed upon the ground that
if it becomes a law it will give the
big cattlemen a monopoly
of the
range to the exclusion of small
holders.
ELZA WHITE GOES

TO WASHINGTON.
Elza White left this morning for
Washington, where he, Sol. Luna of
Albuquerque, and Harry Kelly of Las
Vegas, will represent the sheep
breeders and . wool growers of New
Mexico at a meeting which the sheep
men of the West are to have with
the United States Land Commissioners on Feb. 11, relative to the leasing
of the public domain. The sheep men
will oppose the proposition to lease
the public lands, this having; been decided upon at the recent national convention of'wool growers at Salt Lake
City. Each of the Western states and

territories has three representatives.
Telegram above tells about th
plans of the government.

The monthly smoker of the Commercial Club for February will be
one of the nicest of the year. Preparations have been made to make all
the attendants have a good time and
all are urged to come oat. It occurs
tonight.

,
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MEMBER ASSOCIATED
Teddy may nave to dig that Pana
ma canal himself.

PRESS.

Even playing with fire may be fun
to a man who understands the game.
The booee fighter leaves more dead
soldiers behind him than any other
warrior. Kansas City Times.
Representative Hudspeth seems to
be not only a fighter, but a man wno
knows what he is fighting for.
By the way. had you observed that
those whiskey ads. no longer appear
in the Daily Record. Another convert.

The Salvation Army Is preparing to
club in St.
establish an
Louis. The keynote of its work is
practical friendship.
Anti-Suici-

Did you notice the aames ta that
nt toeialatiTO emnlovees? Four- fifths of them read like the pay-roof a big sheep camp.
Mat

ll

Now if the good government league
will carry its work to attending the
primaries and voting on election day,
its organization will not be in vain.

Governor Haeerman will find the
Democrats of the Territory always
with him so long as he sticks to the
policy of a square deal for all the
people.
as

to
no

re

The reform of the Republican party
probably is a hopeless task. President Roosevelt Is up against about
the same condition Governor Hager-mais fighting in New Mexico.
The Santa' Fe New Mexican has
been so long engaged in regulating
the political weather of the Territory
that it should not be surprising that
it labors in these latter days under
the delusion that It is the Moon,
The first Issue of the Republican
organ in Roswell started off with a
defense of the gamblers and a eulogy
of the country doctor. So many funny
things happen every day, that It real
ly is hard for the "Parson to keep
from smiling occasionally.
If the election fraud investigation
can be prolonged until the fall of
1908, it is apparent that the Demo
crats will have no trouble carrying
the Territory. The bulk of the Republican party will have left the Territory to escape trial or to avoid testifying."

The St. Louis Republic suggests
that If congress from now on to the
end of the session is to cost $29,629,-62a day, the Missouri delegation
might waive the privilege of debating
the rivers and harbors bill for six
hours and in lieu thereof take the
money saved and start the work on
the waterways.
9

We don't object much to paying
huge salaries to railroad and insurance company presidents; we pay
our lawyers and our doctors and our
business men without complaint, but
If a school teacher has a word to say
about the advantage of an increased
salary, there Is apt to be serious complaint. And vet the school teacher
la the most Important member of the
community. Las Vegas Optic.
The Roswell Weekly Record positively has the largest home circulation of any weekly newspaper in the
Pecos Valley. We realize that bur foreign subscription list Is not worth a
penny to any advertisers except
lawyers, real estate men. and bankersbut cut that out, and the fact
remains that the only way to reach
the farmers of Chares county is
through the Weekly Record.

g.

more local,
every day
in Roswell
telegraphic
Associated

Kingdom of
Home" and many others to

g

d

To-Nig-

-

evening.

-

"Perhaps If the world were not so
selfishly bent opca Its own business
many a suicide might have been avert
ed by a good, hearty slap on the
back or an Invitation to a thoroughly
satisfying dinner. It Is aU very well
to assert that the moper has no place
in tie. procession of workers, and
that "we are too busy to extend any
sympathy to the "grouch" but we
would hardly feel easy If we believed
that a cheerful word spoken at the
right moment might have saved a
misguided
St. Louis
Republic

in "Women."
" The Little

Press, the greatest
agency In the world. We have two
Payton Drug, Book &
live correspondents at Santa Fe
watching the legislature, and our
Stationery Co.
city editor, Mr. Percy Evans, is one
of the best local news reporters in
the entire Southwest. He gets the
news every day. As for the editorial
column, that is an afterthought. Pub AMERICAN ART EXHIBITION
AT CORCORAN GALLERY
lishing the news 's our business.
Washington, Feb. 7. Artists and
art lovers from all pants of the Unit
A BUSINESS PROPOSITION.
3d States gathered In the famous Cor
Phoenix (A. T.) Republican.
There is no anger against the gam coran Art Gallery today whan Its
blers. Their elimination Is not whol doors were thrown open' for the ail- ly or perhaps in great part the result American art exposition, without ex
of a giving way to moral sentiment, ception the most comprehensive and
but to a business sentiment. Capital notable ever held in this country. For
and population were offering Arizona several days the Corcoran Gallery has
its choice between themselves and been closed to the public while the
an old time institution. It could not work of setting aside the permanent
have both, and so surrendered the collection and Installing the present
Institution. Of the moral victory exhibits was In progress. While the
which has just been won we will let present exhibition includes only the
paintings of living American artists, in
the preachers speak.
its wonderful scope it is really a great
ANOTHER EXCUSE FOR SMILING national art salon.
More than 400 pictures, the iwork of
From Albuquerque Journal (Rep.)
Politicians, and more especially about 300 of the foremost American
residing in this country and
those who claim to be Republicans artists
abroad, are assembled on the walls
and have a regard for the interests of the big Corcoran Gallery for public
of the Republican party, should not view. To insure that the paintings
lose sight of the fact that New Mexi- should be of .the highest possible stanco is now receiving a larger volume dard, those placed on exhibition were
of immigration than she .ever receiv- selected by four juries of prominent
art critics and recognized connois
ed before, and that the great major seurs, including Max Weyl, R. N.
ity of the new citizens are coming Brooke and C. H. L. McDonald, of
Democratic Washington; Hugh Breckenridge, Jno.
to us from
states, and bring their politics with Lambert and Thomas Anshuntz, of
them. Hence the Democratic party is Philadelphia; H. Bolton Jones, Irving
gaining strength every day. The time Wiles and Louis Loeb, of New York;
has already passed when the Repub and Edmund Tarbell, Herman Dudley
perpetrate any Murphy and Thos. Allen of Boston.
lican machine can
sort of skulduggery, and then lean
The valuable prizes will be awardback against its twenty thousand ma ed to the artists whose work shows
jority and defy those who do not like the greatest merit, including the W.
such methods to do their worst. With A. Clark prize, of $1,000, accompanied
the reinforcements which the Demo- by the coveted Corcoran gold medal :
crats are now receiving from Texas the Charles C. Glover prize of $500,
and Missouri, it will stand the Repub with the Corcoran silver medal, and
lican party In hand hereafter to have the. V. G. Fischer prize of $250, with
a little more regard for public senti- the Corcoran bronze medal. The priz
ment than the party machine has es will be awarded by a jury compos
shown heretofore, or is showing now ed of Irving R. Wiles, Hugh H. Breck
When the Democratic party of New tnridge, Richard N. Brooke, Edmund
Mexico has a fighting chance which Tarbell and Frank Duveneck.
at the present rate of immigration it
The exhibition is in charge of Direc
will have within a year from this tor F. B. McGuire of the Corcoran Art
date how can the Republican party Gallery and will last until March 6.
o
maintain Itself or defend itself before
an intelligent people on such a rec
No Blue Laws for Army.
Washington, Feb. 8. Ratifying preord as is now being made for it at
Santa Fe by a legislature almost vious decisions In regard to similar
unanimously Republican?
complaints, the war department has
refused to Interfere with the playing
ABOLISHING THINGS AP
of baseball on Sunday by the. soldiers
PEARS TO BE HIS SPECIALTY of the regular army, so long as the
game Is confined to the military reser
From Albuquerque Journal.
Mr. Mirabal's campaign of abolish vations. The latest protest was from
ing things is pretty generally recog the evangical ministers of Atlanta,
nlzed as sincere. Mr. Mirabal Is a who complained of ball playing at Ft.
sincere man. His motives are seldom McPherson, Ga. The officers at the
concealed, and his own judgment is post stated that the games were con
his guiding influence. He says there ducted without disorder and there is
are too many Territorial offices for no existing justification for the in
which the taxpayers pay. The tax terference of the Atlanta ministers.
payers' money, he thinks, as in the whose petition was turned down with
case of the bureau of immigration, is scant consideration by the war de
used to perpetuate the expense, and partment.
Similar complaints were
he thinks the safe way to do is to made by New England clergymen last
cut it all off. He will have strong summer, when the department made
support to his plan to abolish the bu a ruling that the enlisted men might
game pursue their athletic work on Sunday,
reau, and unless an efficient
protection system can be devised provided they confined their activities
there will be little opposition to his to the military reservation. The ac
bill to abolish the game warden's tion of an Ohio officer in compelling
office.
the men under him to attend church
police he will Is also condemned by the war depart
On the mounted
meet with the combined opposition ment and It is likely that the officer
growers, who will receive a reprimand for his religof sheep and cattle
have found the police a means of pro ious zeal.
tection which they are now loath to
Fight Card for
do without. The result of this cam
Providence, R. I., Feb. 8. Matty
paign for economy will be watched
Baldwin and Kid Goodwin will engage
with deep interest.
in a fifteen round battle before the
Thornton Athletic club at Thornton,
For Rent.
Farm near Roswell. 44 acres in al R. I., this evening.
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 8. Jimmy
falfa, 12 acres in good bearing orchard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultiva Walsh and Freddie Weeks of Colora
tlon. Ditch water. House, and farming do will fight twenty rounds at the Paimplements. Rents for part of crop. cific Athletic club tonight.
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 8. Charley Ol
See CARLTON ft BELL
sen,, the champion middleweight wrest
Figure with B. F. Smith when yoi ler, will meet Billy Manson, the Cincln
want buiory painting. Phone 17S. 7V nati grappler, at- - Hamilton, O., this
rock-ribbe-

Probably as economical a move
anv in the Territory would be
abolish the legislature. It has
powers that congress is bound to
spect anyway.

(playersed.) "A Garden in
Pink." "While the Heart
Beats Young." "A Corner

select from.
news-gatherin-

VALENTINE
CANDY

jour order for a
box of Chocolates or Bon
Bona Present it to Ber for
the valentine jou are thinking of giving her.
it will please her.
It will make her glad.
It will make her happy.
Give ua

Kipling's
.Candy. Store;

Temperature.
K

"Hiawatha," "Ben Hur"

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Meteorological
Summary . for
Month Ending Jan. 31, 1907.
Station, Roswell, N. M.
S?

N. U., under the Act ol Congrwn ol March 8, 1879

Daily, Per Week
Daily. Per Month...
Per Month, (In Advance)
Daily, One Tear (In Advance)

FOR

VALENTINES

Editor

Eitmd If ay 1, 1903, at BoweU,

The Dairy Record prints
as well as general news,
than any other newspaper
prints in a week. Our
news comes from, the

GlfT

Business Manager

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT.

fellow-weaklta-

DECEMBER WEATHER.

Fort Worth Teachers' Institute.
Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. 8. The Ft.
Worth Teachers' institute opened in
the county court house this morning
with a laree attendance of the lead
Ing educators of this section. The
meeting will last through
and numerous addresses on educational topics will be delivered.
Rev. Dixon in Texas.

Fort Worth, Tex., Feb.

7. The Rev.
Thomas Dixon, famous as the author
of the "Leopard's Spots," "The Clans
man," and other novels. Is a Ft. Worth
visitor today and will witness the pro
duction of his drama, "The One Wo
man," at the Greenwall Theatre this
evening. The Rev. Dixon has been
traveling wltii the company on its
Texas tour, but takes no part in the
production.
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Florida State Fair Association, is president of the new corporation."' Active
the preparations for the exposition-- ' will
begin shortly and it Is expected
to
make the affair the greatest of its
kind ever held in ' the southeastern
States.
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Oklahoma Teachers'" Meeting.
Chickasha, I. T., Feb. 8. The Rock
Island Teachers' Association commenc
ed a two days' meeting at Ryan today.
R. H. Wilson, of this city is president
of the Association. " '
MEETING OF INDIANA
DEMOCRATIC EDITORS.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 7. The midwinter meeting of the Indiana Democratic Editorial aseoeiatjion opened
at the Grand Hotel today and will

last through
The annual
banquet will be given tonight, when
toasts will be responded to by the
Rev. Thomas Kuhn of Richmond, Sen
ator Karl Wood of Seymour, Frederick
Van Nuys of Anderson and others.
At
session Kin Hubbard
of Indianapolis News will give a demonstration of cartoon work and addresses will be delivered by several
of the leading Democratic editors of
the State.

that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
is 'the most complete
and
line that has ever been shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you to come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

We know

run-abou- ts

up-to-da-

te

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co
The Pioneer at Fair Prices.

n6o ACRES

Championship Swimming. Match.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 8. A swimming
Cloudy
match for the half-mil- e
championship
Cloudy
C.
between
M.
Daniels
of the New
PL CI.
York Athletic club and H. J. Handy of
Clear
the Chicago Athletic Association will
Cloudy
be
hold here today under the auspices
Hondo Water-Rig- ht
Land, 40
T. Cloudy
of the local branch of the Young Mens
.
.00 Pt.
Christian Association. The race will
Atmospheric Pressure.
This land
acres in alfalfa.
(Rednced to sea, level; inches and take place in a pool which Is sixty by
twenty feet In size. It Is considered
hundredths.)
record will be escan be had
a few days
Mean, 29.99; highest, 30.42,
date certain that a newexperts
tablished and the
here to wit21; lowest, 29.44, date 18.
ness the contest believe that twelve
$35.00 per acre.
Temperature.
be beaten. Both New
Highest 72, date 14; lowest 21, date minutes will
York and Chicago wanted the match
4; greatest daily range 48, date 5
but Daniels decided in favor of this
least daily range 7, date 15.
city because of the fact that he was
Mean for this month in 1905, 39
brought up in Buffalo and has numerfor 1906, 39; for 1907, 46.
ous friends here who have urged him
Mean for this month for 3 years.41.3 to give
them an opportunity to see
Absolute maximum for this month
him
swim.
for 3 years, 79
Absolute minimum for this month
King Returns to London.
for 3 years, 10.
303 NORTH HAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
London, Feb. 8. King Edward and
Precipitation.
Total this month 0.36; snow, 00. Queen Alexandra, who have been
Greatest precipitation in 24 hours, spending a week in Paris, are expected to return to London
in
0.32, date
Total precipitation this month in order to prepare for the formal opening of parliament next Tuesday.
1905, 0.55; for 1906, 0.53; 1907. 0.36
Get Our Estimates on Bills '
Phone No. 35
Average of this month for 3 years,
Subscribers for Daily Record.
0.48
The Daily Record wants hundreds
Wind.
Prevailing direction, S. ; total move of new subscribers in the Pecos Valment 4,515 miles; average hourly ve ley and Eastern New Mexico and it
locity, 6.1; maximum
velocity (for is going to get them. We want live
five minutes) 42 miles per hour, from
energetic men to help us get toese
N. on 19th.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
subscribers and with that end in view
Weather.
will
make it well worth the time of
Number of clear days, 9; partly
cloudy, 8; cloudy, 14; on which .01 the right kind of young man to look
inch, or more, of precipitation occur- into this matter.
red, 6.
The Daily Record is the only daily
M. WRIGHT,
s
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
paper in Eastern New Mexico, and
Official in Charge.
Come and inspect our stock.
prints more real news than any other.
paper
exin the Territory, with the
SCHOOL BOARD STANDS
PAT ON JAPANESE QUESTION ception of Albuquerque papers. We
Omaha,
Neb.,
Feb. 7. Mayor should have more readers of the
Schmitz and
the members of the
and we are going to get them.
Bring your prescriptions
school board of San Francisco passed We have a hummer of a proposition
We sisk you to lo
here.
through Omaha last night upon the to offer the right persons. Call around
things because we know-tha- t
Overland Limited, 28 hours late. They at our office and see the business man
are enroute to Washington to confer ager andhear what we have to offer.
we give careful,
with President Roosevelt over the
high-grad- e
service. We
Japanese school question. In an inFor Sale.
our
conduct
prescription
terview. Mayor Schmitz said: "We
Special bargain: Five acres one
in
a straight
depaitment
think we are right and are going to fourth mile from court house, good
business-like
We
forward,
manner.
all
treat
customers
with
insist on the exclusion of Japanese
house, alfalfa, water right, tf
absolute fairness. We have no favorites.
from our schools unless we are shown
CARLTON & BELL.
.
that it is for the best interests of our
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
state and country that we give in.
Before the earthquake there were at the Record Office.
360 Japanese attendrng school in San
Francisco, and not wishing to have
FOR SALE.
them mix with our children we maintained at additional expense separate
R. E. LUND
schools for them. There are now onSome Choice Residence Lots Cheap
LAWYER
ly about 93 attending, and we proas Dirt.
pose to keep them segregated from
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
Specialty lining Law
our children if possible."
FOR SALE.
shade trees, good sidewalks, close in Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Miln.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G. and conveniently located. Good arteIsthmian Canal Exposition.
Skillman.
42tf
8. President
Tampa,
sian well, $5,500.
Fla., Feb.
ApMy
FOR
place
SALE:
sale.
for
Roosevelt has accepted an invitation
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
to be present and deliver an address ply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7 southeast front, sidewalk. A good barDORMANT ROSEBUSH ES
on the occasion of the formal open- FOR SALE:
Three or four miles gain at $2,200.
At
open woven wire fence. Apply Oa
ing of the Isthmian Canal InternationALAMEDA
HOUSES.
GREEN
spendid
In
A
bargain
16
rancn,
acres of
or phone 347.
tf.
sis
al Exposition, which wHl be held here
184.
Telephone
unimproved
land,
FOR
drop
SALE.
rotary
2nd
One
Railroad
and
and
for three months, beginning January
Austin well drilling machine. Phone Street front. Two blocks from court
1. 1908. The organization of a peror write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf house. $1,000 cash, balance oa easy-termmanent company for financing the exposition has been completed, the capi- FOR SALE:
Three burner gasoline
at low interest.
W. C. Keld.
J. M. Ilcrvej
tal stock being placed at $500,000 with
range, $10.00; 20 black Minorca
Some
alfalfa land in artesian belt,
shares at $50 each. T. J. L. Brown for
hens 75c each. C. V. ChiMress, the
Reid & Hervey
water right: 26 acres sown to
the last three years president of the
Water Man..
87t6 ditch
.
alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
CAWYERS
year,
net
yielded
a
last
income
acres
FOR RENT.
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 531
1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near
FOR RENT:
Furnished rooms, 512
town, spendid location.
89t3
N. Mo.
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
FOR RENT:
Nice front room, furright land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
90t3
nished. 215 N. Pecos.
. Good
four room Cottage, 2 FOR RENT: Two front rooms, 204 good house, land fenced. Valued at
$37.50 per acre.
SPECIALIST.
acres of land, with ditch water S. Penn. ave. Inquire P. V. MarkeL
CARLTON & BELL.
EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
85t5
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
right, one mile east of Court FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for 303 N. Main street.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
E.
TIME
N.
A
V.
TABLE.
P.
N.
149,
719
two,
resialso board. Phone
House, to trade for small
(Railroad
Time.)
85tf
Main St.
dence property in town.
Northbound, arrive
10:101a.m.
Two upstairs rooms, Northbound, depart,
FOR RENT.
10:25 a.m.
816
keeping.
two for light house
Southbound, arrive,
4:60 p. m.
90t3
N. Main.
5:00 p.m.
Southbound, depart,
Agent. FOR RENT. Five room house, 107
R. H. McCUNE.
SPECIALIST
M. D. BURNS, Agent.
INTESTINES AND
N. Lea. Apply A. Hannay, at First Nao
STOflACM
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
To Property Owners: x
85tt
tional Bank.
We have several cash customers
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.
Building and Loan
for good residence property, vacant
WANTED.
v'
Real Estate
residence lots, and vacant business
WANTED:
Parties to take contract property. If yon have anything yon
Fire Insurance
to break up land. Apply to R. C. want to sell, call at our office and
. Niabet, 806 N. Penn. ave.
give ns a description of your propand Bonding Co.
HAY AND
WANTED:
Boarders at the Wool erty. Our past ' record Is proof that GROCERIES
verton business colege boarding we can sen It.
GRAIN
nrm VnV
' house, $20 per month, board and
CARLTON & BELL.
Ho.
;
Opposite PoBtoffio. room.
MIVLA hU

at

for

'

"

Carlton & Bell

7-- 8.

Kemp Lumber Co
Lumber

v

Daily-Recor-

d

Prescription
Accuracy.....

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.

ids.

Classified

To Trade

Dr. T. E. Presley

.....
....

.....

Dr. A. Anderson

E. B. STONE

-

Phone aao, 5th and
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tor at his deed that he cannot look

ANCIENT
RUINS
PICTURE
MOST
WONDERFUL.
WRITINGS OF THE WORLD
FOUND IN NEW MEXICO

WHO WERE THE WRITERS?

It is a Mystery Who Cut These Pictures in the Hard Stone.
Better

Preserved Than Similar Writings
Only a Few Hundred Years Old.
Importance of Government Action
in Preserving the Ancient Ruins
of New Mexico.

The most wonderful picture writings, or pictographs. in the world are
to be found in the territory of New
Mexico, says an Kl Paso exchange.
The archaeologist will find a lifetime study in the rude designs which
have lieen scrawled on cliffs and rocks
by a long dead race, yet despite the
great number of these writings in New
Mexico, little has been done to unravel the many interesting stories which
a translation would avail.
Some Idea of the scope of this field
of Investigation can be obtained
from the fact that in Chaco Canon
alone, in northwestern New Mexico,
there are 'the ruins of no less than
seventeen 'pre.his(toric villages
one of these villages has its
picture writings.
Yet the Chaco
ruins are only one group out of hundreds scattered about this territory,
which is richer in legendary
any other part of the United
States.
One does not have to visit the comparatively inaccessible Chaco Canon
to get an interesting glimpse "of the
work of the ancient picture writers,
however. At the great ruins of the
San Cristobal, seven miles from Lamy
the little junction where the tourist
branches off the main line of the Santa Fe railroad, one will find probably
the most Interesting and varied lot
of picture writings in existence. If
one does not wish to make the trip
from Lamy, it can be made very read!
ly from Santa Fe itself, as San Crismiles
tobal ruins are only twenty-fivsoutheast of New Mexico's capital
city and can be very readily reached
with a good team, as the road is good.
History of a Race on Mountain Side.
These pictographs of San Cristobal
literally cover a mountain side. Here
for a space of a half a mile on the
mountain side, which is the shape of
a half circle, the rocks and cliffs are
drawings
covered , with strange
wrought no man knows how many
years ago.
There are rude pictures of animals,
vegetables, fowls and human beings,
There are pictures of deer hunts and
wild turkey bunts, and there are pictures of encounters between men. No
doubt, these have historical significance and are intended to commemorate the feats of arms of local heroes.
Certainly no historian ever worked
in more Imperishable material, for
these deeply graven pictures have resisted the eroding processes of centuries and will no doubt continue to do
so for centuries to come. The pictographs vary in depth from an eighth
to a quarter of an inch. How they
were cut so deep in such hard stone
is a mystery. Search of the ruins has
not brought to light any instrument
sharp enought and hard enough . to
make any Impression on the granite.
The making of these pictures must
have been the work of years and must
have been a labor of love on the part
of the artist.
One of the most interesting and
symbolical of the pictures is the story
of a murder. An Indian has shot an
arrow through the head of another
Indian, the figures being plainly visible. After shooting his deadly arrow
the Indian takes his bow in his right
hand and points to the dead man he
has shot. His head is turned in the
opposite direction and he is evidently
bidding some one to look oi his work.
Or, perhaps, he is overcome with hor
and-ever-

lore-tha-

e

'

Piano Bargains
r

If rje"

at his victim. Some have hazarded
the opinion that this Is en Indian who
has slain a tyrannical ruler, and others take the ground that tt is merely
a redskin Cain who is overcome with
horror at having slain his brother.
One of the series ' shows a turkey
bunt. One of the Indians Is in front
of the turkey endeavoring to strike
the bird with a stick. Another Indian
is behind it with outstretched arms,
evidently guarding against an escape
from the rear.
The pictures of deer were very numerous, indicating that these animals
were plentiful in the southwest at the
time the ancient pictures were drawn.
There are Btrange geometrical designs
which evidently have some meaning
that has not been fathomed.
Near these pictographs are the ancient ruins of San Cristobal, which
are little visited, though, they are
among the most accessible of the
ruins in the southwest. There is a
very old pueblo, in ruins. In front of
this is the ruin of a stone wall. The
main entrace was through this wall:
There are smaller entrances, but evidently these were used only in case
of emergency. There is a large burial ground and the ruin of an old
church. The pictography are the
main point of interest, however, and
will well repay the visit of the tourist or scientist.
Something similar to the picture
writings of San Cristobal are those
of Parjarito Park, a few miles from
Santa Fe in another direction.
Park contains a famous cluster
of cave dwellings holes scooped out
by thousands in the sides of the cliffs.
Here, it is thought lived a people who
antedated the cliff dwellers. The rude
caves show nothing like the skill man
ifested in the construction of the bet
ter class of cliff dwellings.
The cliffs and rocks of this vicinity
are literally scrawled with rude pic
tures. In one great cave an attempt
has been made to decorate the ceiling
with pictures that evidently have pictorial significance. Evidently the dec
orated domes of our fine modern state
buildings are nothing new in the matter of inspiration.
' Spanish Conquerers Left Record.
Whatever the process of the native
in .making these rock pictures, it is
evident the Spanish conquistadores
became possessed of it. This is shown
by the writings on El Moro or Inscription Rock, situated in Valencia county
twenty-fiv-e
south of the Santa Fe and
Pacific railway.
This majestic cliff
of sand "stone rises sheer from the desert. Here on the smooth wall the
early Spaniards more than two hun
dred years ago carved numerous Inscriptions which are legible today.
One of the characteristic inscriptions
is as follows:
"In the year 1716. on the 28th day
of August, Don Felix Martinez, gov
ernor and captain general of this
kingdom passed by here to the reduction and conquest of Moqui, and in
his company was the Rev. Father Fray
Antonio Carmago, custodian and judge
ecclesiastical."
This rock was on the road to the
Seven Cities of Cibolia, which lured
so many of the Spaniards to death.
There is a fine spring by the rock.
and no doubt it was a favorite camping place. While they were resting
beneath its shade, no doubt the mail
clad warriors of Spain registered their
names in this strange book of the
desert. ' In later years Independence
Rock, on the old Oregon trail, in Wyoming, was utilized for the same purpose by the pioneers who were on
But it is a
rheir way to Oregon.
noteworthy fact that these ancient
pictographs and writings of the south
west are much more legible, after
hundreds of years, than the names
which were carved with steel instruments a scant half century ago.
No doubt in time the government
will set aside all the ruins in the
southwest, eVen those which are most
inaccessible, to keep them from the
destroying hand of the vandal. The
Mesa Verde ruins in Colorado have
been so treated and now form a national park. Similar care should be
taken of the ruins and pictographs of
New Mexico, if new light Is to be
shed on the ancient peoples who inhabited' that part of our country. Not
one of these evidences of an ancient
civilization should be destroyed thru
oversight of our government. Las
Pa-jarit- o
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his farm with hogs or cattle and disaster Is sure to follow.
In any thirty, years of experience In
the sheep business I have alwajns
found that my sheep have always
made me more profit for the feed consumed and the capital Invested than
any other stock. I have made 150 per
cent profit on grade ewes raising early lambs for the Eastern market.
Manifold Sources of Profit.
Sheep, in fact, turn into money in
A WELL-FEFLOCK WILL PAY various ways: "first In the meat, wheth
er from hothouse lambs, ripe wethers
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT.
or fat ewes that have raised several
lots of lambs; then there ia- the wool,
which is commanding a good price
and which Is harvested in the spring
of the year, so to speak, when the farmer has the least to sell from any
COUNTS
CARE OF ANIMALS
other source, and as our wealth and
population increases greater is the de
mand for best woolen goods. Good,
warm flannels are and always have
been one of the first essential things
The Business Has Passed the Primi- in man's infancy, and as we pass the
tive Stage, and There is a Vell Es- prime of life and enter our second
tablished Market for All its Prod- childhood and these old and frail and
ucts.
The Prospects Were Never decaying bodies become rheumatic
there is nothing that revives, stimuBrighter Than Right Now.
lates and makes us feel like the spring
of life once more than the good old
flannel shirt. And last, but not least
is the constant improvement of the
which sheep with their "golden
The sheep interests in Chaves coun land
hoof"
and rich manure never fail to
ty are among the most important in bring to the tired and worn out cultithe many Important industries of the vated field.
county. Whatever has to do with the
The sheep is the 100 per cent profit
care and advancement of the sheep animal, whether it be grazing on the
business should be carefully consider rocks of the Ozarks or on the rich and
s
pastures or fertile
ed and studied. For that reason the rolling
Record presents the following paper fields of this great state of ours, and
from the Chicago Daily Drovers Jour- there is nothing that beautifies or
the artistic eye or makes .the
nal:
Sir J- B. Lawes, the first agricultur farm more attractive and pleasant
flock of sheep.
al experimenter in the world, in the than a
reports of his work of more than fifty It is. not my intention to tire' you with
years proved that sheep may be made dry figures of what some individual
to yield 50 per cent more profit than has done in the sheep business to
any other animal, said A. T. Grimes, prove the sheep is the 100 per cent
president of the Missouri Sheep Breed profit animal, but if there is a "doubters' Association in an address at Col ing Thomas" here, if he will come to
me personally, I will prove to him
umbia.
flock of sheep is the most beyond a doubt that the sheep, proper
A well-feprofitable property that a farmer can !y cared for, is the most profitable
own. It is sometimes said that tha animal that walks upon the face of
dairy cow is this; if that be true, this green earth.
Bright Prospects.
why is it that the number of sheen
The shepherds' star never shown
has increased over 3,000,000 in Great
Britain in the last few years until brighter in the State of Missouri than
'There is every encournow there are over 300 sheep to every it does
square mile? Sheep raising is looked agement for a prospective shepherd
upon by many as a primitive indus to start in the sheep business. If
try suited only to poor lands and un- you have never had any experience in
developed agriculture. If sheep were the business let me warn you to go
suited only to rough and waste lands, easy and buy a few ewes and figure
why is it that in Great Britain the ten on improving in the future. One of
ant looks upon his sheep as the surest the principles of success is to raise
rent payer on land that is worth from each year lambs that are better indi
Have
viduals than their mothers.
$:U0 to $500 per acre?
your ideal. You know the ones that
Sheep Pass Primitive Stage.
The sheep business has passed the answer to the accepted type and to
primitive stage. We can count on a your ideal. Study your flock; you
well established and increasing de know the ones that raise the best
mand for our mutton products. The lambs and shear the heaviest fleece,
people of the country, and. in fact and you learn to discard the coarse
the consumers of all the American head, the heavy ear, the long leg, the
packers' products are demanding more cloudy wool and dark skin. Hold on
mutton, and those who never ate the to the ones that conform the nearest
flesh of sheep before, once having tast to your ideal, and the most essential
ed its fine flavor and discovered its and important part is good care. As
high nutritions, are becoming steady some one has said, "A wise shepherd
consumers of it, and not only is this feeds his lambs a month before he
the case, but when this best of all sees them and the foolish shepherd
fresh meat is introduced it stays and a month afterward."
I want to impress upon the minds
the demand for it. increases. , We
have always advocated that any far- of all that in all my experience the
mer in our state can keep a small one essential and most important
flock with, satisfactory stfccess. Fail- thing to remember to make the sheep
ures in keeping of sheep invariably business profitable is care. Care will
happen in having too large a flock to will make constitution; care will
begin with, .for if one is able to keep ward off disease; care will make size;
successfully a small flock which any care will save feed; care will make
person with good judgment and good fat, and fat makes more and better
common sense may do, it is no rea- wool. Yes, and care will convince
son that he can keep a thousand with any man that the sheep is the 100 per
the same success, for in all arts ap- cent profit animal. Now, in conclu
pertaining to agriculture there Is no sion let me say that the aim of every
branch so difficult to become profic- farmer in our state should be to keep
ient in as the shepherd's art. This a small flock of sheep, and it can be
Le shown by figures of the most truthful
does not aply to sheep alone.
any man overstock the capacity of character, and that cannot lie or de
ceive, that this can be done on what
is now wasted on thousands of Missothe
uri farms, and the. profit from
flock well eared for will be 100 per
cent, if not more.

SHEEP

PROFITABLE

the history of the republic The deand
mand for ' American architects
building contractors far exceeds the
supply, owing to the great Influx of
capitalists from the states. The cities in the northern part of the republic are especially prosperous and
many of them have doubled in population within the last few years.
To Dance in Paper Dresses.
Canon City. Col, Feb. 8. Clad in
fancy costumes representing historical characters and made entirely of
paper, the young people of the city
will give a unique balHonight for the

purpose of raising funds for beautify
ing the city during the coming sum
mer. The greatest rivalry exists In
the production of stunning paper costumes and the milliners and dressmakers of the city have been rushed
mod Mrs.
with order.
Peabody will lead the grand march,

blue-gras-
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THE MAROONS MEET
WITH ILLINOIS ATHLETES
Chicago, 111., Feb. 8. The Chicago
university athletic season will be ushered in today with the maroon-Illin- i
Indoor track meet at Urbana. With
the maroon team weakened by the
loss of last year's stars and the ef
fects of the "big nine" legislation, it
does not present its usual strong front

PICKARD
Hand Painted China
in its varied and artistic

colors,,

designs and decorations, make
wedding gifts which are highly
prized and always appropriate. The
special monogram work in gold will
be particularly pleasing to the bride.
.

EXPERT TUNING..
Telephow

ZZZ.

o

Don't fail to see oar list of bar
gains la this Issue. Carlton ft Bell--

this year and the rooters fear a tho
rough beating unless the state university team has also greatly deteriorated. Among the athletes who accom
panied Coach Fried on the
trip and who will take part in the
meet are Baker and Heneberry in the
sprints; Merriam and Quigley in the
Stuart
quarter; Caldwell, Mathews,
and Klock In the mile; Schommer in
the high jump: Kelley, Russell sand
Maddigan m the shot put; Henneberry and Iddings in the pole vault, and
McAvoy and Steffens in the hurdles.
Against these will be pitted some of
the Iljini's cracks, including May in
the dash, Richardson in the mile, Norris in the pole vault and Borroughs
in the shot pat.
down-stat-

e
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We have afull display
of this beautiful art work and we
hall be glad to have yoa came in
and see it. Beautiful
booklets for distribution

-

Bernard Pos Piano Go

OF JAMESON
NOTED BOER GENERAL NOW A
RESIDENT OF NEW MEXICO.

-

Vegas Optic.
Building Boom in "Mexico.
Mexico City. Feb. 8. Mexico is
now in the midst of a building boom
and more modern buildings are being
erected than at any previous time in

THE CAPTOR

Park

&

Morrison

Jewelers.

Missouri Racing Circuit.
Sedalia, Mo., Feb, 7. At a meet
ing of representatives of several south
west Missouri cities here today an
attempt Is being made to organize a
new racing circuit' to occupy the time
between " the closing of the Central
Missouri circuit and the opening of
the 'state fair here on October 7. The
circuit "will probably Include Joplin,
Carthage, Springfield, Nevada and
Rich Hill.

ADVENTURESOME

AREER

General Viljoen Now Postmaster at
Chamberlino, Rio Arriba County.
Captured During the Boer War,
Banished to St. Helena, and Finally
Sent Into Exile for Life.

From
To
may
does

tor life on the Island of St. Helena,
where he was confined until in the
fall of 1902. He was then paroled and
returned to South Africa to bid fare
well to the land ' lor which he had
fought in vain, to seyer old ties, and
to gather together the little that belonged to him that had escaped the
general cataclysm. He was one of the
"irreconcllables," steadfastly refusing
to accept amnesty at the price of
swearing allegiance to the king. A
few faithful followers, bound to him
by ties of blood, elected to accompany
him into exile, and together they set
sail for the Land of Free, arriving In
New York in December, 1902.
The exiles found the hearts and
homes of America open to them and
selected New Mexico as their hand
of opportunity. On his way to his
new home Gen. Viljoen foreswore his
allegiance to the Red God of War,
meeting a red cheeked girl of Illinois
in St. Louis and surrendering unconditionally to the dimpled deity of
love. He has lost his country, but he
has found a wife, who now rules jointly with him over the postoffice at
Chamberino; and if the shadows of
past greatness sometimes haunt him
in her sympathetic arms he banishes
regret.

Denver Republican.

lose a country and find a wife
not be a bad trade, even if it
involve descending from the
seats of the mighty to the position
of a fourth class postmaster in a little hamlet on the very outskirts of
'
civilization.
This is, in capsule form, the real
life romance of Gen. Benjamin Joha-niViljoen, postmaster of Chamberino, Rio Arriba county, N. M. Ten
years ago his name was a household
word wherever the printing press is
known, as the captor of the aspiring
but premature Dr. Jameson, the South
African raider. With equal success he
fought the Basuto savages, receiving
his reward in the shape of a seat in
the Volksraed, or senate, of the Transs

TAG ENDS OF NEWS.

Frederick W. Troy, the Denver portrait painter who is charged with having shot "and killed his wife in a fit
of jealous rage, is now on trial at Joplin, Mo., where the crime was
daughter,
Troy's
Potosia, was the only witness of the
murder and testified against her father.
Roy Swartzfager, the youthful desperado who wrecked a train at Peterson, Utah, some time ago, resulting in
the death of the engineer and the
serious injury of several train men
will soon be tried on a charge of murder in the second degree. Swartzfager confessed to the crime and declared he was drunk at the time of its
cora-mittee-

commission.
vaal republic.
L. B. Hicks, the California miner
With De Wet and Botha he aided who was for fifteen days buried alive
military
in the shattering of British
in a tunnel of the Edison Electric
idols from the start almost to the fin- company near Bakersfield, and who
ish of the Boer war. Like Napoleon, later made an unsuccessful debut on
he was sentenced to banishment for the vaudeville stage has returned to
life on the lonely rock of St. Helena, his former employment as a miner.
and when amnesty was offered he pre
Corporal Edward L. Knowls, a mem
ferred perpetual exile to taking the ber of the recently discharged battaloath of allegiance to the crown ion of negro troops who is charged
against which he had borne arms. with attempting to assassinate CapWith such of his kinsmen as chose tain Edgar C. Macklin, will be court
to follow his uncertain fortunes, he martialed at Fort Sill Oklahoma next
started on the long "trek" to the south week. Macklin was officer of the day
western land of promise, finding a j at the time of the Brownsville riots
comforter and helpmeet before he and its is alleged that all of the negro
reached ms journey's end in a sym- soldiers had a personal grudge against
pathetic lass of Illinois.
him. Corporal Knowles asserts his
Benjamin Johanis Viljoen, now en- innocence of the crime charged and
gaged in the hundrum occupation of is confident he will be acquitted.
selling two cent stamps at ChamberThe prosecution of J. Hill Gooch
ino, was born at Woodhouse, Kastern and others alleged to have been impli
Cape Colony, 38 years ago. In 1886 cated in the Springfield, Mo., lynchwhen but a beardless boy of. 18 years. ing last year will likely be dropped.
he caught the gold fever and joined Gooch was charged with first degree
the rush of eager Argonauts to the murder in connection with the mob-binRand. The goddess of the mines did
of Fred Coker, Horace Duncan
not smile upon his labors, and in 1890 and Will Allen on the night of April
he gave up prospecting to enter the 11 last year. The negroes were hang
service of the Boer government as ed to a statute of liberty and their
assistant public prosecutor. He still bodies burned. The special grand jury
longed for adventure, and three years returned fourteen true bills of indictlater he became, organizing officer of ment against prominent Springfield
the volunteer militia, with the rank men, including Gooch. The attorneys
of lieutenant, rising gradually until he for Gooch secured a second continu
became major. His first leap into the ance of three months last December,
spot light was made in 1896, when and it is now stated
that the case
he gained international renown as will never come to trial.
leader in the capture of "Doctor Jim,"
Luigi Gallioni, alleged to have been
whose misfortune was that he made one of the anarchists leaders mho inhis spectacular move just a little too cited the riots in Paterson, N. J., five
soon.
years ago, has been captured and is
For his services at this time Vil being held for trial. William McQueen
joen was promoted to the position of who was associated with Gallioni in
commandant of the burgher, or citi spreading
revolutionary
doctrines
zen, forces of Johannesburg. His met- among the Paterson silk workers,
tle having been tried and found true, was sentenced to five years in prison.
in 1897 he was intrusted with leader- Gallioni was publishing an Italian anship of an expedition to Swaziland.
archist paper at Barre, Vt., when arDuring the latter stages of the her rested.
oic Boer struggle for independence
The decision of the Senate to vote
against an overwhelming weight of on February 20th on the resolution denumbers and material resources, Vil claring Senator Reed Smoot of Utah
joen captured many armored trains not entitled to his seat has resulted
and kept up an unceasing campaign in the receipt of scores of petitions
with the Object of harassing "and" wor- from the Women's Christian Temper
rying the enemy, while-hicopatriots, ance union, the National Reform Bu
De Wet and Botha, were
reau, the People's Lobby and other
elsewhere. Two months before the "reformatory" organizations. Despite
shot was fired he was ambushed at rhese demands there is little probabil
midnight, while crossing the British ity that the vote will be unfavorable
cordon with a small escort. His horse to Smoot, since none of the numerous
was shot under him and he was sev charges
made against him have been
erely wounded, making his capture verified by proofs. The Utah senator
easy. He was sentenced to banishment is
said to be highly popular with his
colleagues, owing to his culture and
unfailing courtesy and affibility, and
mJess all signs fail the vote favoring
will be exceedingly
his expulsion
small.
It is stated that another attempt
will soon be made by friends and rela
tives to secure the release from the
Two Balls Adjuster Kansas
Penitentiary of Joha Collins,
the famous boy murderer who was
Just the thing
convicted of killing his father some
eight years ago in order to get possession of the family fortune. Collins
Home-If
Office, Store or
has many wealthy and influential
you use
friends who believe him innocent of
LIGHTS the crime of which he was convicted,
ELECTRIC
and it is likely that he will be pardonCome in and let me ed within the next few years.
d
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show you how to get The numerous attempts to murder
more light for less mon- the Futch family at Thomasville, Ga.,
has. resulted In the offer of a reward
ey.
for the " discovery of the mysterious
Stay Hut at Any
would-bassassins by the governor.
Many detectives and officers "'have
Height
e

'

'j'ii''1'l''ir'1

,

little "damage" "'Recently the "housa.
was set on fire and was extinguished''
"

It is believed that ' the attempts to
murder the "family are the result of
some old family feud, although Mrs.
widow,
Futch, who is a
says She has ho enemies.
"

well-to-d- o

DECALOGUE

OF THE

Rouge,

Baton

.

-- UNWRITTEN

Ia., Feb.

8.

YAW."

Judge

Thomas

J, Kernan of

drich.

Favort alleges that he shot

thls.jcity, whose
defense or tne unwritten naw creat- ed a sensation" at the last" convention
of the American Bar Association, to
now putting his theories to actual
test as chief counsel for Congressman
elect George K. Favort, who Is charg-- '
ed with the murder of Dr. R. H. Al-his old college friend and family phj

sician because of the derogatory re
marks made by the latter regarding
the congressman's wife. The "unwritten law" is pleaded In Favrot's defense.

Judge Kernan, who Is acting as Fav
rot's attorney, is perhaps the first
man to codify the "unwritten law,"
having formulated a complete decalogue of this jurisprudence of law
lessness. The statutes embraced ia
this code, which Judge Kernan declares Is in full force and effect In a
large portion of this country, are as
follows:
Section

-

1. Any man who commits rape upon a woman of chaste
character shall, without trial or hearing of any kind whatever, be instantly put to deaJth by his captors or
any other body of respectable citizens, not less than three in number.
Further, they shall have the right to
determine the mode of execution,
which may be both cruel and unusual, the constitution of the state and
the United States to the contrary notwithstanding.

Section

2.

Any man who commits

adultery may be put to death with
impunity by the injured husband,
who shall have the right to determine
the mode of execution, be it never so
cowardly.

Section 3. Rny man who seduces
an innocent girl may without a hearing be shot or stabbed to death by
her, or by any near relative of the
injured girl, and If deemed necessary
by the slayer, such shooting may be
done in the back or while lying in
wait.
Section 4. Anyman who traduces
a virtuous woman s character ror
chastity may be shot w4th impunity
by her husband or any near relative.
Provided, that the offender must first
be given an opportunity to deny or
disprove the charge or retract
or
apologize.
section &. ine survivor or a raiai
duel must be acquitted if the duel
was fairly conducted according to the
time honored provisions of the code
of honor.
Section 6. Any man who kills an
other in a fair fight shall not be found
guilty of either murder or man
slaughter, but must be acquitted, even
though he be the sole aggressor.
Section 7. The lie direct and cer
tain other well known opprobrious
epithets, yhioh constitute moral insult, are each equal to a blow, and
any of them justifies an assault.
Section 8. In prosecution for steal
ing cattle, horses or hogs, the pre
sumption of innocence is shifted ia
favor of the live stock, and the accused is presumed to be guilty.
Section 9. In all civil suits by
natural persons against corporations,
the latter are presumed to be liable
and can establish want of liability
only by a clear and decided prepon-

derance of evidence.
Section 10. In every action by
employe against employer for personal injury, the plaintiff shall recover
damages unless the defendant employer proves want of liability beyond reasonable doubt. In all such
cases the measure of damages awarded shall be governed by the pitiful
condition of the plaintiff, the sympathy of the jury and the ability of the
employer to pay.
WATER LINES PASSENGER
ASSOCIATION IN SESSION.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 8. The International Water Lines Passenger Association met in annual session at the
Lafayette hotel this morning. All of
the leading steamship companies 'of
the Atlantic coast. Great Lakes, and
St. Lawrence, Hudson, Ohio, Tennessee and Mississippi rivers are request
ed to be present. One of the most Important matters considered was the
responsibility of carriers for loss of
baggage not exceeding $100 in value
for each full ticket, and $50 for each
half ticket, unless a greater value Is
stipulated by the owner and excess
charges paid thereon at time of checking. Other matters considered wera
the question of head tax charged by

imigration department, and the

rela-

tion of lake carriers to the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

Skyscraper for Montgomery.
Montgomery, Ala., Feb. 7. Plans
are now being drawn by Anafleld ft
Blount, Architects, for a new 12 story
steel building to be erected on the
corner of Lee and Montgomery sts.
The structure will be built by N. J.
Ball, a local capitalist and will cost
$360,000. The exterior will be finished in stone and terra cotta and will
be fireproof throughout. The plans
contemplate one of the handsomest
and largest office 'buildings in the en-

worked on the case, but so far no evi'
dence which would warrant an arrest has been discovered. 'Seven unsuccessful attempts to poison "' Mrs. tire south,
Alice i'ulch and , hei two 'sons have
If you bay right 70a can always
been made since . last June." Last
month a bomb was placed under Al sell for a profit. Buy real estate from
.
ten Futch's bed and exploded, but did Carlton ft BeU.
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WALL PAPER
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Of all Kinds. We
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Put

it on the Wall for you
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THE DANIEL DRUG CO

Baa U
Jeweler,
Boellner, the
S7tf
cheaper.
E. F. Haysllp teft this morning for
Chicago.

t.

Amis returned to his iiome
R
in Hereford today.
Eyes tested free at L. E Boellner,
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.
Dr. A. U Norfleet returned to his
home In Artesia today.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Holly,, of Dexter
are here visiting relatives.
Miss Katie Drury left this morning
for Wichita, Kan., oo a visit.
L. s. Kennicott, of Lake Arthur, is
spending the week in Roswell.
Edgar Peters went to Texico this
morning to work on the railroad.
S. S. Boyd, of the Felix ranch, returned this morning from Carlsbad.
20 per cent discount sale now on
at Zink'8, on all Hand Painted China.

'

91tf

See Miss Allle Spooner at the Majestic tonight in the title role of "CarIt
men."
- E. C. Walker, W. S. and O. A.
came up from Hagerman this

n

morning.

Recital of the Ladies' Chorus, directed by Miss Rod key, Thursday, February 14.
It
J. B. Dilley came In last night from
Valparaiso, I ml., for a visit with his
son, C. D. Dilley.

fRlo Hondo Tent-No- .
6. Knights of
t'he Maccabees,' will- - give a- - social
dance tonight at Maccabee Hall on

FOR SALE

Bast Third street. ' Refreshments 'will
be served.
.
Oscar V. "Peterson" arrived las
night from Lehigh, Iowa, for a two
weeks' visit with his father, C. V.
Peterson, of South Hill.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Morgan and family, late arrivals from Nelson, Neb.,
left this morning for Dayton, where
they will make their home.
Miss Edith McKinstry, of Hager
man, returned last night from Belle- vue. Neb., where she has been attending school, and went to Hagerman
'

R. E. Wilkinson returned this morn- today.
ing to his home in Artesia, where he
Mrs. ft. E. Johnson, of Atlanta, Mo.,
is manager for the Ullery Furniture who has been here a few days, left
Co.
today for Artesia, where her husband
Now Is the time to get good Cora, has gone with a carload of household
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our goods to make their home.
Trading
The costumes that will be worn to
line Is complete. Roswell
night at t'he Majestic Theatre in the
Co.
Go to the Majestic Theatre tonight play ."Carmen" ar well worth going
and see "Carmen" played by the best to see. Such costumes have never
company that has ever played in Ros- been shown in Roswell before.
Mrs. C. W. Cole and family, late arwell.
tl
Now is the time to get good corn, rivals from Gilman, 111., went to
this morning and will make
oats, bran chops and hay, as our line
TRADING their home there. Mrs. Cole is a
is complete. ROSWELL
daughter of James McKinstry, of that
COMPANY.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burdick arrived place.
Many Roswell people were awakenlast night from Saginaw, Mich., for
a visit with their daughter, Mrs. ed at eleven o'clock last night by a
heavy explosion. It was one of the
Fred Miller.
cannon at the Military Institute, fired
See our window display of Hand off as a prank by some
of the cadets
Painted China, 20 per cent off on any who had a superfluity of energy.
piece in the window or house. Zink,
A
locomotive with six
91tf
The Jeweler.
drive wheels passed through Roswell
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Ferguson left this morning on its way from Sunny-side- ,
this morning for their home near
where it has been doing conKansas City, having spent a month tract work, to El Paso, where it will
here with Mrs. Robert Beers.
be used on the Mexican Central.
Four-incSilk Ribbon, 10c per yd.
Inspecting the Hondo Reservoir.
Mail Boxes, Alarm Clocks and FishW. M. Reed, B. M. Hall and W. W.
ing Tackle at bargain prices. Biggest Fullett, consulting engineer of the
Tablet in town 5c. Makla's Bargains. Water Boundary Commission between
The best and safest way to make New Mexico and the United States,
money is to Invest in real CBtate. We came in from the South this morning
have some of the best bargains in and spent the day inspecting the
the Valley. See us. Carlton &. BelL Hondo reservoir. They will all go out
on the auto tomorrow, Messrs. Hall
A. Stroop, of Pittsburg, Pa., who
and Fullett on their way to El Paso,
has lately located here in the drill- and Mr. Reed to Santa Fe on business
ing business. left this morning on a connected with the injunction suits
business trip to Illinois. Indiana and that have been brought to secure waIowa.
ter from the Hondo reservoir on land
will not in the distribution system first
The Cemetery Association
meet Saturday "afternoon at three mapped out.
o'clock at the residence of Mrs. Chas.
Whiteman. All members are requestU. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
90t2
ed to be present.
90-to-
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Farm Land Near Dexter

100 acres 2 miles from
Dexter. 50 acres
orchard and 50 acres of alfalfa. Water right with
land. Price
$14,000
170 acres 2 miles from
town, water right for 60
acres, 20 acres hearing orchard, 30 acres new orchard ,
30 acres alfalfa. Price, per
acre
$85
miles from
240 acres 4
town, watered from a fine
sufficient
artesian
ca pacit y to water 320 acres.
well of

Price
f 13,200
124 acres 2 miles from town,
100. acres with water right,
55 acres voung orchard, 40
acres alfalfa. Price $12,000
200 acres 2 miles from Dexter, good artesian well and
reservoir, 10 acres
orchard, some alfalfa.
Price, per acre
$40
Besides these farms we
also have several small
tracts at equally attractive

68-in-

prices. For full particulars
call on or write

h

,

Mora,
Dexter, New Mexico,

J. X. Dunn .returned this morning
from Albuquerque, ' where he had
been on wool business.
Burglars entered the second . 'hand
store of Hills & Rogers at the corner
of First and Main last night, by
breaking a rear window, reaching
through and unfastening the lock. All
the money had been removed from
the cash drawer, and ho goods have
been missed. The .burglars went out
the front, leaving the doors open.
There is no clew.

Pete Jacoby left on the auto yesterday for Jemea Hot Springs, for treatment for rheumatism.
(Local Report.)
The Spooner Dramatic Co. plays
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 8. TemperaBest to Plant Now.
"Carmen" tonight at the Majestic. Be
Now is the best time to plant ture. Max., 61; min.. 29; mean, 45.
sure to attend. It will please you. It trees,
before the roots begin to Precipitation, 00; wind N. E., veThe annual meeting of the stock- grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds locity 3 miles; weather clear.
holders of the Roswell Oil Co. to cheap.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
A Midnight Marriage.
elect directors will be held in Room
Fair tonight and Saturday; warmer
Marriage
license was issued at two
4 Texas Block,
Tuesday, February
Edgar Calfee returned this morn- tonight.
,
o'clock last night to Nathan J.
12, 1907. at 7:30 p. m. J. N. CHIP-LE- ing from a business trip to El Paso
M. WRIGHT,
aged 53, of this city, and Mrs.
Sec
83U2 and Pecos.
Offldal In Charge.
Mad-dox-

Grace JB. DeLashmutt, aged 37, of
Chicago. and at 3:30 they were married at the home of Judge J. T. Evans, who bad to awaken neighbors to
act as witnesses. The bride had just
arrived on the belated train,, and the
couple proceeded with the marriage
plans rather than "postpone the event
a day.- The groom has lately purchased what is known as the. "haunted
house" on North Hill and improved
it into one of the nicest homes in
the city. The couple have gone to
there. The groom is
one of the firm in the Pecos Valley
Trading Co., a resident of Roswell
about eight years, and a spendid citizen. His bride was" here three or
four years ago as a professional" nurse
'
and their courtship dates back to

The Greatest

Modern

Convenience

house-keepin- g

that time.

For Good

Government.

we call "the want of proper public
spirit." Men who know what is right
and for the public good, but who have
not the courage to speak out, in plain
language, are deserving of only contempt.
A Good Government League, therefore, ought to be teacher of and a hard
fighter for political morality. To do
good it must be absolutely
and the race question should never enter it.
Such a league can do vast good by
discussing public questions; by its
members encouraging one another;
by encouraging and helping those who
prefer right to wrong, but whose backbones are weakly; by attending the
primaries and seeing that good men
are nominated for office; i by giving
young men a rallying place, and teach
ing them to stand' together for what
is right; by strengthening the moral
courage of those who are afraid to
speak out, until they know how the
other fellows stand; by letting the
forces of evil know that there is a
large united body of men, who, irrespective of party, are always ready to
make a charge on the enemy.
You must remember that if you do
much good your work must be reformatory, and often create an outcry. It
will seem destructive, like the farmers
plow, because it will rip up weeds and
thistles, but will be the herald of a
good harvest, none the less. If you
would lead, you must go before, anrl
be willing to take abuse. If you would
be looked up to, you must stand high
yourselves.
At this time here in New Mexico, a
notable struggle is going on between
those who are fighting for better government than we have ever had, and
with no hope or desire for personal
gain and men who stand for a contin
uance of about as contemptible and
unworthy methods in government as
any people m the United States were
ever cursed with.

40(0)
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Bis said to be the" bath, andj.lltoJ be healthfully convenient
That's Our Business.
I

1

5

Proper installation of Sanitary Plumbing is a specialty,
and we will gladly furnish an estimate of any job, large

or small.

Have You Paid Your Gas Bill?
e

l

The 10th of the present month falling upon
Sunday, the office of the Co. will le open
Monday evening until 9 p. m. for the payment of January gas bills.

Last Chance to Save Your Discount

That is putting it plainly but it is
a deplorable fact.
Good men who band together for
the one purpose of securing better gov
ernment, whether they call themselves
a Good
Government League, or by
some other name, can do great good,
j both by fighting
the evils which confront us, and by encouraging our public servants who are courageously trying to do their duty. If it is a good

Sir

o

thing to honor the dead for the good
they did us a hundred years ago, it
is a better and more useful thing to
honor, encourage and help the men
who are fighting our battles for us
today.. There could never be a better
time than this day to raise your voices
so they may be heard here, and afar
off.

J. J. HAGERMAN.
Roswell, N. M., February 7. 1907.
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Will Be Put On Sale Tomorrow,

P

FEB 8

JD
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Our buyer Mr. Price while in New York City bought from the leading skirt manufacturers, all of their samples.
They are all advance new styles, made of Panama, Voile, Serge, Cheviots, Melrose, Poplin, Silk, and all the new
materials and weaves that will, be shown next spring. They range in prices from $6 to $25.00, We put the entire line in five lots, and will be sold at

ft

0
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All

Skirts Altered and
Guaranteed to Fit.
t

